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Lightroom
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Graphic Design

Self-managementSelf-management
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SUMMARY
Freelance photographer based in the West Midlands. Luke Dillon has been a 
freelance photographer for two years and is covered up to 5 million in public 
liability. Variety of camera gear from 2 full frame cameras, studio lighting, external 
flashes, zoom and portrait lens with access to assistants, videographers, graphic 
designers and other creatives to make sure every shoot achieves the highest value. 

LuLuke Dillon Photography specialises in events and the automotive industry, but is 
always looking for something new to shoot in a new locations.  Within the two 
years of being a freelance photographer Luke Dillon has photographed for a 
variety of business in a variety of genres across the UK and Europe.

EXPERIENCE

Dog Trust - Freedom Circle
A personal and private A personal and private event surrounding a new subject within Dogs Trust. Event 
was hosted in London in a low light event space, unfortunately no flash was 
allowed due to the nature of the event adding new skills and challenges to the 
shoot.

Pyramid Car Care
From product shoots to event coverage Luke Dillon Photography has 
captured Pyramid Car Cares products in the studio, in use and on sale at events.

PPandora Events
Within Pandora Events Luke Dillon Photography has photographed the behind the 
scenes of all the effort that goes into Pandora Events but also photographing for 
Pandora Events clients such as Tropic Skincare and Amazon Staff Party.

Forever Rally
UK ralUK rally company taking car enthusiast across the UK and Europe. Luke Dillon 
Photography has photographed for the company since day one capture every road 
trip and after party.

Supreme Details
Detailing company based in the midlands. Luke Dillon Photography has 
photographed their staff, products, services and a variety of cars. When shooting 
for Supreme Details they pass over the keys and allowing Luke Dillon 
PhotogrPhotography to take over.


